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BLACK communicates the musical experience completely, reproduces music in the most accurate way 

possible, and is always true to the recorded event. Achieving this level of detailed playback required 

rethinking the way signal travels through the many stages of the electronics system. This was the challenge 

behind Black and the reason we took a new approach, designing a 3 chassis integrated hybrid system: 

multiple chassis containing specific technologies designed to work optimally together in a closed system. 

Our integrated hybrid approach has 2 distinct functions. First, the ASC1 (Asynchronous System Controller) 

isolates noise and sends a pure optical digital audio signal to each MPS1 monoblock without loss or 

degradation. Second, each MPS1 receives the digital signal from the ASC1, re-clocks the data, converts the 

signal to analog (Mono DAC) and amplifies the signal (Mono Amplifier).  

There are many unique advantages to the Black system architecture. Critical to its performance is the 

proximity of the DAC to the amplifier, set only 3cm apart and isolated within the MPS1. This eliminates the 

need for added I/O circuitry, preserves signal accuracy, and creates a more synergistic system. BLACK is a 

radical approach to integration, combining the best analog, digital, optical and mechanical elements to 

achieve the best playback possible. 

 

BLACK System Architecture 

BLACK is comprised of 3 critical elements working together: 

1) The Asynchronous System Controller – ASC1 

2) A pair of Mono DAC/Power amplifier units – MPS1 

3) High Speed Optical Interconnect  

The BLACK system architecture incorporates numerous Bel Canto developed electronic and mechanical 

design solutions aimed at preserving the delicate audio signals. Digital processing and asynchronous 

interfaces driven from our Ultra Low Noise Master Clock circuitry ensures external noise from sources 

cannot corrupt, modify or color the original signal. Bel Canto’s ST fiber interconnect electrically isolates the 

ASC1 from the rest of the system, preventing random external noise from impacting sensitive analog stages 

in the MPS1 monoblocks. This eliminates ground loops and electrical noise pickup from environmental RF 

noise sources ranging from WiFi, Bluetooth, computers, cell phones or any other noise sources. Black is 

void of extraneous electrical noise; you only hear the music.  
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Asynchronous Stream Controller – ASC1 

The ASC1 is the heart of the BLACK system. The ASC1 is not a Digital to Analog converter it is a Master 

Clock/Controller and the only one of its kind. It could be described as the digital preamplifier, with analog 

and digital inputs and digital output. The volume control and input selector is controlled from the multi-

function rotating wheel on the top of the ASC1. Always ready to adjust volume, press it once and rotate to 

enter input, or press and hold to enter the menu, where you can set the system up that best meets your 

needs. The ASC1 handles all audio inputs, ranging from a networked audio UPnP Ethernet, USB2, a suite 

of SPDIF/AES digital inputs and an Analog line input that is digitized with a high performance 24/192 ADC 

2cm from the input connector.  All DSP based control and filter functions are contained within the ASC1 

with each FIR filter allowing you to set the tonal balance that best meets your personal preference. Just as 

a high performance analog preamplifier is critical to the performance of a traditional audio system the ASC1 

is critical to the superior musical performance of the BLACK system making sure the signal is ready for 

conversion to analog and amplification.  

 

 

1) Asynchronous digital interfaces: All of the inputs operate in asynchronous mode. The 

internal Ultra Low Noise Master clocks retime the digital signals, stripping any noise and jitter 

from the digital inputs. Also all digital inputs are isolated from the ASC1 chassis ground to 

prevent coupling of ground or power supply noise from any digital source or computer into the 

ASC1.  
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2) ULN Master Clocks: Bel Canto’s ULN Master Clocks push the limits of low phase noise and 

jitter. Our research has shown that lowering these noise levels well beyond previous levels 

provides the utter transparency and musicality that digital audio has promised but never quite 

delivered. The phase noise levels of our ULN Clocks are below 35 Femtoseconds from 100Hz to 

1MHz, with a clock noise floor of -170dB. Similar to the noise floor that 24 bit PCM audio can 

provide. While difficult to measure, the sonic superiority of our ULN Master Clocks is easily heard. 

  

3) Custom Time Correct FIR filters: Our 3 minimum phase filter settings each provides a time 

optimized impulse response that removes the unnatural pre-ringing inherent in standard linear 

phase filters. These effects are especially prevalent at the 44.1Ks/s data rate of all CD sources 

and files. Each filter has different levels of post ringing and band-edge roll off, allowing you to 

select the filter that best fits your system and music collection.  
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4) 32/64 Bit DSP processor: This custom processor core operates at 500MHz and provides the 

processing power for the ASC1. All processing resides in this core, a 32 bit volume/balance 

control, the Asynchronous interface, custom FIR filters and generation of the digital outputs from 

the ASC1.  

 

 

5)  Low Jitter and Phase noise: The digital output is retimed with a high speed CMOS device 

coupled directly to the ULN Master Clocks, providing the best possible source for the MPS1 units. 
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Monoblock – MPS1 

The MPS1 is a unique monoblock design with Ultra low noise Clocking, Digital to Analog conversion and 

Amplification. Each monoblock is a self-contained audio processing unit that accepts the ST Fiber high 

speed optical input from the ASC1 and asynchronously retimes the digital signal before conversion. There 

are three amplifier phases of fully balanced custom discrete analog stages follow the DAC directly to the 

loudspeaker terminal outputs. Our unique power supply and chassis design architecture cocoons these 

critical analog stages within a controlled, optimized environment, ensuring maximum performance under 

real-world system conditions. 

Black achieves a remarkable 128dB of dynamic range at the speaker terminals.  This is a true system 

dynamic range as it encompasses all audio system electronics and interconnects from the signal source to 

the loudspeaker. This is a true validation of the technology designed into the MPS1 amplification stage.  

The BLACK system achieves a greater level of resolution by creating a greater synergy between 

technologies eliminating potential signal loss, so you hear everything as it was originally recorded in 

incredible detail, speed and musicality. 
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1) MPS1 ULN Master Clock: With less than 35 Femtoseconds of phase noise, located next to the 

DAC this clock ensures that the final analog output is of utmost purity without any of the ‘digital’ 

noise that has plagued previous digital audio systems.  

 

2) MPS1 Advanced Segment mono DAC core: the fully balanced DAC core combines the best of 

multi-bit and delta sigma technologies and is the state of the art in audio DAC technology with 

distortion levels below 0.0005% and dynamic range of nearly 130dB. The high current output from 

this remarkable device is coupled directly into I/V stage.  

 

 

3) MPS1 Bel Canto’s Custom balanced discrete current to voltage stage: Our amplifier 

achieves remarkable performance with a single gain stage followed by a thermally stable high 

current Class A output.   

 

Our remarkable IV stage uses 

custom Naked Z-foil resistors 

for the Voltage Conversion 

and precision film capacitors 

for the analog filter. The IV 

stage drives our discrete 

Voltage Gain stage having a 

similar architecture and 

providing a fully balanced 

voltage output with 18 Volts 

of high current drive.  
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4) MPS1 Custom NCore buffer stage: The Voltage Gain stage drives Bel Canto’s custom NCore 

buffer stage. This buffer stage is a discrete, low gain, low noise buffer that can drive 40A peaks 

into a 2-ohm load, it adds virtually no noise or distortion to the voltage amplifier output resulting in 

an extremely transparent audio power stage using only 4 high current output MOSFET power 

devices operating in an efficient self-oscillating analog switching architecture adding neither 

coloration nor distortion. This remarkable power stage can deliver up to 1200W and it drives all 

loudspeakers from high efficiency horns to large electrostatic speakers and of course normal direct 

radiator loudspeakers. 

 

5) The power output is coupled to the loudspeaker through a custom Kimber Kable wire harness and 

the latest generation of WBT NextGen speaker connectors and Isolation Mounts. The NextGen 

connectors and Isolation Mounts combine to provide a high current connection to the loudspeaker 

cable with no eddy current or chatter noise, removing a layer of grain and distortion that most-high 

current connections suffer. 
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6) The MPS1 circuits are powered by our multi-stage hybrid switching/linear supply architecture that 

includes a custom internal AC power conditioner and dedicated audio grade switching supply for 

the high power section with distributed low noise linear supplies for all small signal analog and 

digital circuits. This sophisticated power supply design provides the ideal environment for both the 

digital and analog functions in each MPS1. 

 

ST High Speed Optical Interconnect System 

Our ST Fiber interconnect functions perfectly within the system concept to transport the audio data from 

the ASC1 to each MPS1 monoblock. Fiber (Light) is the ideal solution for the problem of isolating each 

monoblock from the environment and each other, preventing crosstalk or contamination from external 

Electro-Magnetic (EM) field interference while producing no EM energy. The custom low loss ST fiber 

interfaces use the latest high speed CMOS technologies to provide the highest speed, lowest noise 

interconnect for the system. It also 

provides a very robust and versatile 

interconnect enabling systems using long 

10 to 100 meter interconnects operating 

with no loss and no possibility of ground 

loops or any other noise interference 

corrupting the audio signal. You can place 

the ASC1 and each MPS1 optimally for 

your system requirements without 

compromising the system performance. 
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High Q Chassis Design/Constrained Layer Damped Construction 

The perfect mechanical environment for the BLACK system is provided with our unique chassis design and 

construction. The master clocks and analog circuitry in the BLACK system would not provide their 

remarkable performance if the mechanical environment was compromised so we developed a unique 

chassis approach that ensures a low noise, resonance free mechanical structure.  This approach combines 

a rigid aluminum chassis carved from a solid 

block of aluminum with multi-layer 

constrained damped elements to ensure that 

all circuitry resides in a quiet environment. 

This structure also prevents electric and 

magnetic field contamination from internal 

and external sources. This is taken further 

within the MPS1 as each sub function resides 

in its own compartment within the structure. 

The entire structure is supported on custom 

Delrin cones that are designed to isolate the 

chassis from external vibration originating 

from the support structure. 

 

 

The Audio System Re-imagined 

Bel Canto BLACK represents a reimagining of the audio system-the core designs are informed by over 20 

years of analog and digital audio design experience. The unique System Architecture eliminates problems 

related to component compatibility, ground loop noise and EM field interference to provide a real world 

128dB dynamic range. This real world performance sets the BLACK system apart-allowing the listener to 

hear deeper into the recording than ever before and bringing all music sources to life. The system benefits 

all input types and will draw the most from any source including your favorite analog turntable or reel to 

reel tape source, networked audio source or CD/DVD transport or computer. Your collection of 16/44.1 

material will sound better than ever before and of course LP, and HD sources will give their all through the 

BLACK system. 

John Stronczer, Founder, Chief Architect, Bel Canto Design, Ltd. 

 

 


